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Asia STCs As Of 2017

• As we have seen, STCs are continuing to expand and
develop across Asia year-on-year

• Today there are more countries/areas in Asia that have—or
that are working to establish—national STC systems than
there are countries/areas with no STC development

• Starting to see more and more established STC systems offer
more in the way of license exceptions, general licenses, and
compliant trader programs

• Most countries/areas in the Asia Pacific region that have
established STC systems are now updating their national
controls lists on almost an annual basis

• Notwithstanding the above, many countries in Asia do not
yet have dedicated STC legislation, and those that do may
still have some gaps or shortcomings in their systems
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Strong Points Of Asia STC Systems (1)
• “Newer” STC systems are

getting second-mover
advantage and benefitting from
the latest trends and “best
practices”

• Sometimes on the leading edge
of specialized controls, such
as those on transit /
transshipment and
intermediary activities

• Greater integration with
national Customs systems and
processes

• Taking industry perspectives
into consideration at an early
phase of the STC development
process 4



Strong Points Of Asia STC Systems (2)
• Example of the recent 

Philippines strategic 
trade control legislation

– Provides for a broad scope 
of management authority 
that includes deemed 
exports, brokering and other 
intermediary activities, 
extraterritorial transactions 

– Offers individual, general, 
and global licenses

– Contains a robust set of both 
administrative and criminal 
enforcement provisions
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Strong Points Of Asia STC Systems (3)
• Example of New Zealand’s plans for brokering controls
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Source: New Zealand MFAT website, https://www.mfat.govt.nz/en/trade/trading-weapons-and-
controlled-chemicals/how-to-export-military-and-dual-use-goods/



Strong Points Of Asia STC Systems (4)

• Utilization of information technology (IT) and
automation tools in STC licensing and industry
compliance

• In general, a high degree of centralization in STC
licensing

• A trend/history of working towards multilateral
export control regime adherence

• Relatively robust efforts to incentivize compliance
through compliant trader programs and offerings
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Strong Points Of Asia STC Systems (5)
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Strong Points Of Asia STC Systems (6)
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Source: AG website, http://www.australiagroup.net/en/adherents.html

Challenges For Asia STC Systems (1)

• For countries / areas that have STC systems:

– Gaps in the scope of strategic trade control (e.g. lacking or limited
brokering, intangible transfer of technology, sanctions-based controls)

– Control list update time-lags resulting from waiting for EU control list
updates

– Limited use of license exemptions and exceptions

– End-use(r) certification and verification and extra-territorial control

– Overdependence on electronic tools and systems in license processing
and cargo/item screening

– Less emphasis on developing the full set of STC enforcement
mechanisms that includes administrative penalty schemes, publishing
information on STC-related enforcement actions, and voluntary self-
disclosure (VSD) programs 10



Challenges For Asia STC Systems (2)

• For countries / areas that have not yet established
STC systems:

– Ongoing concerns that comprehensive STCs will limit trade and
economic growth

– Overreliance on Customs to implement the system, and not
enough emphasis on industry self-management and licensing

– Interagency information-sharing and coordination in the areas of
trade and border enforcement

– Commodity identification capability

– At times, limited bilateral, regional, and international engagement
on STCs 11

Suggestions For Asia STC Systems (1)

• Systems that have experience with STCs should
continue to conduct and share results of studies on
economic impacts of STCs with others in the region

• Ensure that end-use and diversion risk analyses are
built-into license review processes in addition to
screens of items, transaction parties, and countries

• Place increased emphasis on the development of
robust systems of STC enforcement

• Advance initiatives to update control lists closer in time
to multilateral regime list changes and to eachother
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Suggestions For Asia STC Systems (2)

• Keep pushing for support from the highest levels

• Strengthen interagency information-sharing and
cooperation through direction from the top, inter-
connected IT systems and databases, and the
formation of working groups and committees

• Develop a balanced approach to the convergence of
Customs and STCs by following guidance provided by
the World Customs Organization (WCO)

• Continue with and expand/participate in intra-regional
STC exchange, cooperation, and assistance efforts,
particularly in the area of commodity identification
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Q+A And Discussion

Thank you for your time and attention, I will be
glad to answer any questions now, or you may
contact me any time at:

Jay P. Nash

Research Fellow
Project on International Security, Commerce, and 

Economic Statecraft (PISCES)
Center for Policy Research (CPR), University at Albany, 

State University of New York (SUNY)
jnash@albany.edu

+1-202-213-0155 (m)
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